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RABOBANK BEHEERD BELEGGEN for  180 Amsterdam



RABOBANK

RABOBANK BEHEERD BELEGGEN for  180 Amsterdam

Together with 180 Amsterdam we shot the 
campaign images for Rabobank Beheerd 
Beleggen. The campaign focussed on the 
Gen-Z audience. Instead of spending to 
often money on cofee-to-go Rabobank can 
invest that money for you to make more 
possible for later



SCHOONENBERG for  INDIE



SCHOONENBERG for  INDIE

SCHOONENBERG
I teamed up together with Indie Amsterdan 
to shoot the Schoonenberg campaign. With 
this campaign Schoonenberg wants to focus 
on a younger target group and show that 
hearing loss is something that affects all 
ages



PORT OF ROTTERDAM - BOLUDA for  HOTELREBEL



BOLUDA
Together with HotelRebel we eagerly joined the crew of Boluda 
aboard a tugboat. From navigating through busy waterways to 
assisting in towing large vessels, we witnessed the teamwork 
and precision required in this unique industry. The powerful 
engines, sturdy lines, and skilled crew members painted a vivid 
picture of the vital role tugboats play in maritime activities.

PORT OF ROTTERDAM - BOLUDA for  HOTELREBEL



PORT OF ROTTERDAM - DE HAAS for  HOTELREBEL



DE HAAS

PORT OF ROTTERDAM - DE HAAS for  HOTELREBEL

Once again I teamed up with HotelRebel for a visit to 
the shipyard of De Haas in Rotterdam. It is at this place 
where to maintain en repair all different kind of ships 
with a dedicated crew.



MADAGASCAR for  Columbus Travel Magazine



MADAGASCAR
In the heart of the Indian Ocean, Madagascar 
beckoned with its exotic landscapes and unique 
biodiversity. I embarked on a journey to this 
enchanting island, armed with my camera gear 
and an adventurous spirit. 

Little did I know that this trip would become 
frustrating journey when I broke my foot at an 
early stage of this trip. Taking photographs the 
way I normally do was not possible with my 
foot in a cast and walking with crutches. How-
ever I still managed to take a few snaps of the 
vibrant markets, bustling villages, and serene 
beaches. 

MADAGASCAR for  Columbus Travel Magazine



ROTTERDAM for  Personal Work



ROTTERDAM

ROTTERDAM for  Personal Work

I have been visiting the city of Rotterdam for years, for 
assignments but also for personal work, this city is an 
endless source of inspiration for me as a photographer. 
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